
N PREVIOUS  articles, I have investigated the

effects of slipstreaming in thoroughbred races, plus

certain other aspects of tactics. In this article, I will

attempt to distil everything I think I have learned

from linking performance ratings to the way horses

are ridden. This has been a longstanding obsession, for

understanding the interplay between figures and tactics is

fundamental to understanding the true progression of a

horse.

As a collector of antique books – the vast majority of

which are mathematical – I would like to start by reference

to one of the best in any domain: Breeding The Racehorse,

by the Italian genius Federico Tesio. While not all of his

ideas stand up to the modern-day scrutiny of massive racing

data sets and super-fast computer power, the body of his

writing comes off as simply masterful.

“A jockey who is riding a horse capable of running a mile

in 1:39 should not hold him back so that he would run it in

1:43, for this might enable an inferior horse to pass him and

win in 1:42,” he writes in his 1958 work..

“This is the kind of mistake that jockeys frequently make

in a race, for they do not realise that the distance should not

be measured with a yardstick but with a stop-watch.” 

Tesio’s insight is profound. The corollary of it is that

pace dominates position. In other words, a jockey should

have uppermost in his mind the task of getting to the finish

line as fast as possible, rather than getting bogged down

with what his rivals are doing. When a rider guides a mount

to run its fastest time for the distance, the horse will win all

the races to which he is entitled and some of those which he

is not.

To understand why relatively few races in Britain see

horses run their best time for the distance, we need to turn

to our second great thinker, Mr Russell Crowe.

Game Theory

Yes, that’s right, Russell Crowe. Okay, so not

exactly the actor himself, but one of his best

portrayals, that of schizoid mathematician John

Nash in the 2001 film, A Beautiful Mind. I hope

you have seen this movie, for the background to it

plays a part in everyone’s life  –  the study of

competitive behaviour, known in the literature as

Game Theory.

Nash helped to formulate Game Theory both as

an explanation for human behaviour and a guide

to how to act in so-called zero-sum games –

defined as two or more agents (here, jockeys)

competing for finite and fixed resources (here, the

prize-money of race and cascading benefits from

it).

According to Game Theory, jockeys’ behaviour

– in common with everyone engaged in any

competitive scenario – is motivated by incentives,

both positive (rewards for success) and negative

(penalties for failure). The way I see this playing

out in a race explains how many races play out,

and how the better jockeys exploit mistakes made

by their colleagues.

The leader and the chaser

In all races, there are really two tactics: to lead

and to chase. The leader attempts to outlast the

chaser, or to exploit more favourable track

position; the chaser attempts to pounce on the

leader late, or force him into a mistake by going
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for home too soon.

In covering the distance of a race, horses can be thought

of as buying lengths using the currency of their energy and

power – lengths are expensive when the tempo is high and

cheap when the tempo dips. If you allow me to generalise

using the experience of sectional times, there are two main

areas of a race where lengths can be acquired cheaply –

right at the start and right at the end.

Right at the start,

a jockey riding a

leader (not just the

horse in front, but

horses who win

their races from

near the front) has

to choose the

tempo to start out

at – assuming the

beast partially

under his or her control allows it, of course. Contrary to

what you might hear, jockeys can have little idea of optimal

pace, because the difference between even way too fast and

way too slow for the distance amounts to little in terms of

what’s called instantaneous speed, or speed in the moment.

Here’s where a race can be understood in game-

theoretical terms: the jockey is incentivised not to go too

fast, for too fast not only ruins all chance of the horse

running its best time, but also negates the whole advantage

of being at the front, of saving ground and exploiting track

position. So, in general, races on turf (where there is no

need to go hard to avoid kickback, as on dirt) tend to be run

at a pace slower than the true average required.

This gives the leader in many races an advantage which

can be exploited? Can you think of a racing stable which

capitalises on this?

The three dimensions of a race

So, the first phase of a race is over. Horses have settled

down into their tactical positions and have reached their

cruising speeds. And, so the furlongs begin to tick by.

But, if it looks as if a race is becalmed at this point, this is

deceptive. Don’t believe racing analysts who lead you to

believe in a two-dimensional model of a race – “slow start -

fast finish” or the reverse – because what happens in the

middle phase of a race, and, specifically, when it happens,

has great influence on the closing stages.

Here, the leader tries to parlay the cheap yards bought

early into success, by upping the ante in front and forcing

the chasers to buy yards more expensively behind. But, the

chasers were aware the leader is going to do this and, one

by one, pre-emptively start to press it into going for home

too soon. (For every strategy, there is a counter-strategy

which can neutralise it, known as the Nash Equilibrium in

Game Theory.)

We have talked about the leader, and how, early doors, its

rider tends to err on the side of caution in choosing the

strength of the early pace. Now, let’s think about the

incentives which apply to riders of the chasers, as we draw

to the end of the middle section and enter the closing stages.

The penalty for leaving your challenge too late is severe

for a jockey – sometimes, quite literally. Primarily, it is

inefficient, but the collateral damage to reputation and

future opportunities is heavy. Arguably, a central feature of

the British sporting ethic is effort, and a jockey who tends

to wait too long is perceived as a wrongdoer.

For this reason, the tempo of races is often at its hottest

from the three-furlong pole down to the one. This is the

time when most

owners, trainers

and punters want

to see a rider

making their move

– and making their

effort. As a result,

this is not the time

to be trying to

make a lot of

ground, unless the

tempo is already slowing due to early excess.

This is the second opportunity for a jockey to exploit the

mistakes of his or her rivals. On a leader, the maintenance

of even pace forces chasers to be used-up getting into a

challenging position; this is why so many leaders seem to

‘rally’ when it looks as if they will be swamped. On a

chaser, a confident, independent-minded rider can bide his

time beyond the point that onlookers want to see the

commencement of effort: lengths gained in the final furlong

are often the cheapest, but beware!

The importance of the horse

Of course, the sport is called horse racing for a reason. The

more ability a horse has in excess of its rivals, the more

margin for error is allowed of its rider. And this is also

important in choosing the right strategy; a safe, low-risk

option is the correct choice with the horse presumed

superior, while a more risky variant is justified with an

outsider. 

“The horse with staying power only, the slogging type of

animal, is like certain schoolboys who lack spark but who

grind steadily ahead and pass all their examinations with

distinction, only to be beaten in the battle of life by men

with quicker minds,” wrote Tesio, clearly during a less-

enlightened era when it came to female emancipation.

The arena of the race may not require academic ability,

but the men and women who solve its challenges on the fly

deserve our respect because, as executors of a trainer’s

strategy, they can make a huge difference to the outcome of

races. 

Having a framework to understand what they are out

there to do can help their efficiency and only add to our

empathy in understanding when things go wrong. 

The penalty for leaving
your challenge too late
is severe for a jockey


